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Donors & Sponsors: The Foundation of Every  Successful Auction! 

 

Virtually every fundraising auction enjoys the active involvement of bidders who are advocates 
and supporters of your cause. Their participation is, of course, essential. However, in many ways, 
the difference between a good auction and great auction lies in the catalog of items that 
you’re offering. The right mix of items creates a greater “buzz” for your event among attendees 
and members – and can push your auction to new levels of fundraising.  

 

What’s more, auction sponsors can also deliver substantial cash or in-kind contributions that can 
reduce your expenses and increase your proceeds. But, what’s the best way to successfully 
identify, communicate with, and reward your generous donors and sponsors? 

 

You Do Not Have to Do It All! 

 

The following guide is packed with tips and easily customizable, pre-written templates to help 
you more effectively reach donors and sponsors to maximize your auction catalog and increase 
the success of your fundraising auction. We invite you to take advantage of these materials to 
highlight the advantages of becoming a donor or sponsor and strengthen these important 
relationships. But, remember, you don’t need to do all of these steps to have a successful 
cMarket fundraising auction! Pick and choose the tips, templates, and techniques that fit your 
organization and your unique style. 

 

Donor ‘Impressions” Mean More Value 

 

Donor – A person, group, or business who contributes goods, services, or “experiences” that your 
organization will offer to the highest bidder in your auction. In return for the donation, donors 
receive exposure to your community by having their item, as well as their clickable logo appear 
in your online auction catalog.  

There are plenty of individuals, companies, and organizations who stand ready and willing to 
support your cause – now’s the time to forge that strong partnership. And -- thanks to cMarket’s 
powerful online auction tools, you’re in the best possible position to make it as easy and 
rewarding as possible for these generous people. 

 

Of course, donors and sponsors are contributing cash, goods, and services because they see 
the worthiness of your cause. But now, with a cMarket online auction, you can give your donors 
value in exchange for their donations. Donors gain valuable exposure with your group and 
audience – and it’s important to emphasize to donors and sponsors that an online auction gives 
them more exposure for longer periods of time. For example, with cMarket, donors can have 
their name, logo, and Web address in every online description of their donated items.  

 

Your community will see the item and clickable logo for weeks, not just a few hours. And the 
number of people seeing the catalog can be 10-20 times (or even more) the number of people 
who would see it during a one-time evening function. This means that your cMarket online 
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auction is generating far more “impressions” for your donors – a key benefit to emphasize when 
soliciting donations. 

Sponsors: Making Great Impressions 

 

Sponsor – People and businesses who pay your organization to be associated with your auction 
and your cause. Sponsor contributions are often of a higher value than those of donors’. 
Sponsors often receive greater prominence than donors, including logo placement on auction 
materials and sites. . In return for their sponsorship, sponsors receive exposure to your community 
by having their clickable logo appear in your weekly auction emails and on your online auction 
homepages. Some fundraisers offer different levels of sponsorship at different price levels.   

Sponsors are a sometimes-overlooked but very critical part of the success of your fundraising 
program. Their contributions can have a dramatic impact; make sure you take the time to help 
them get the most out of your auction so that they return year after year.   

Give prominent mention to your sponsors in your outbound communications and e-mails. Each 
e-mail accommodates up to eight clickable sponsor logos. 

• Place up to eight clickable sponsor logos and Web links on your cMarket auction home 
pages.  

• Offer differentiated levels of sponsorship with varying levels of exposure. 

• Some sponsors may want to be donors, too, giving them further exposure in your item 
catalog. 
 

Just like donors, sponsors can benefit from a much larger number of impressions with your 
community. This dramatically increases the value of their sponsorship. For example, instead of 
merely 300 people seeing and noting the sponsorship at a evening auction gala, you can 
generate 10 cMarket e-mails (with the sponsor’s clickable logo) to 3,000 e-mail addresses). That’s 
30,000 impressions over a six-week period – a dramatically higher level of valuable exposure for 
the sponsor. 

 

Remember – funds you raise from sponsors are exempt from cMarket fees – they go straight to 
your bottom line.  

 

Section A: Prepare and Plan 
 

Step 1: Create A Community Profile—It’s Simple! 

 
The essential first step for every successful auction: get to know your donor, sponsor, and bidder 
community. More than likely, you probably already have a pretty good idea about who’s going 
to be viewing and bidding on items at your auction.  

• Improve Donations -- Creating a community profile -- a demographic “snapshot” of your 
bidders -- helps you when it’s time to talk to donors and sponsors. The profile will spark 
ideas about the kinds of items that will perform best in your catalog – and as a result will 
spur your thinking about which businesses or individuals to approach for donations.  

• Entice Ideal Sponsors -- It’s a similar story for sponsors. Your demographic profile helps 
articulate what type of Sponsors would want to reach your audience. And remember -- 
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Sponsors are more likely to pay to get their name and logo in front of your auction’s 
audience if they know what kind of people make up your community—and that these 
people are one’s they really want to reach.  
 

Remember, You’re Reaching A Broader Audience – Most likely, you understand the profile of the 
people who attend your in-the-room auction events. But cMarket will help you reach many 
more people (often 10-20 times more) than could possibly attend your on-site event. Take the 
time to reflect on and discover the tastes, needs, and preferences of this much larger, and 
possibly more diverse audience. 

 

Use Worksheet #1 on the following page to easily and quickly create your community profile. 

 

Popular Categories for Donations 

Once you’ve developed your community profile, here are several auction-item categories that 
can get you thinking of items that your community might be interested in. 
 

Antiques Camera/Photo Electronics/ 
Wireless Devices 

Home Shows 

Art Clothing Entertainment Jewelry Sports 

Auto Coins Food Lawn & 
Garden 

Tickets 

Baby Collectables Get-a-Ways Leisure Tools 

Beauty Computers Glass Music Toys 

Books Crafts Health Pets Travel 

 
Business 

DVD Hobbies Pottery Video/Video Games 
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Worksheet #1: Create A Community Profile 

The following questions are designed to help you quickly and easily develop a community profile 
for your fundraising group and auction event. Even if you do not have such exact data, make 
the best assumptions you can, drawing on your knowledge about your community because. Use 
the checklists below to see how much you already know.  

 

IDENTIFY THE DISPOSABLE LEVEL OF INCOME FOR YOUR COMMUNITY 

___ There is lots of disposable income: the community will buy leading edge or luxury items, take 
major vacations, and give generously to charity. 

___ There is some disposable income: the community will buy some luxury items, and will give 
moderately to charity. 

___ There is marginal disposable income: the community is unable to buy many luxury items, or 
give moderately to charity. 

 

IDENTIFY YOUR COMMUNITY BOUNDARIES 

 

___ Nationwide   ___ Statewide   ___ Regional 

___ One or more clients, towns, counties, or parishes.  

List:________________________________________ 

___ Specific neighborhoods. List:  

_______________________________________________________________ 

___ Homeowners  

___ Renters 

 

IDENTIFY THE AGE RANGE IN YOUR COMMUNITY 

___ Younger   ___ Middle Aged   ___ Older 

___ Completely or Partially Mixed Age Groups –  

Describe:______________________________________________________ 

 

IDENTIFY THE OCCUPATIONAL CLASS OF YOUR COMMUNITY 

___ Blue Collar   ___ White Collar   ___ Retired or near Retirement 

___ Stay-at-home Parent 

___ Health Care   ___ Education   ___ Government 

___ Specific Trade or Profession  

 List:_______________________________________________________ 

___ Variable occupational classes  

 Describe:_________________________________________________ 
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IDENTIFY THE EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND IN YOUR COMMUNITY 

___ High school   ___ Some undergraduate studies   ___ College Graduate 

___ Post-grad studies ___ Master’s degree   ___ Doctorate    

 

IDENTIFY FAMILY OR LIFESTYLE TRAITS IN YOUR COMMUNITY 

___ Single   ___ Married 

___ Children 

___ Attendance at religious institutions    

___ Extended families living in the same dwelling    

___ Enjoys recreation such as golf, adventure, running, or working out at a gym 

___ Enjoys local or national team sports such as baseball, basketball, football, ice skating, or 
hockey  

___ Enjoys traveling locally, regionally, nationally, or internationally  

___ Enjoys personal grooming such as beauty care, hair care, contact lenses, cosmetic dentistry, 
and health spas 

___ Medical needs: eyeglasses, pharmacies, cosmetic surgery, and hair surgery 

___ Dining habits: working-late meals, family take-out, midrange restaurants, fine dining 

___ Shopping habits: malls, downtown shops, boutiques, general items, electronics, house wares, 
sight/sound, clothing, accessories, hardware/ building products, toys, furniture/home furnishings, 
office supplies, pet supplies 

 

Step 2: Share Your Promotion and Marketing Plan 

 
A strong marketing and promotion plan shows potential donors and sponsors exactly how they 
benefit if participate in your auction. One of the most important elements you can share with 
donors and sponsors is how many “impressions” your marketing will create. How can you 
estimate that? It’s simple: 

• Multiply the number of e-mails will you send out by the number of names on your e-mail 
list. 

• Add the number of estimated/anticipated “Web hits” – visitors to your cMarket auction 
site.  

That gives you a reasonable starting estimate of the number of impressions your auction will 
generate on their behalf. 

 

But there’s more, of course. Don’t forget about any plans to promote the auction through 
events, meetings, and communication pieces leading up to your cMarket auction. Perhaps 
you’re putting announcements in local, regional and/or trade papers; working with a radio 
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station to promote the event; including flyers with newsletter; working with corporate partners to 
drive traffic.   

 

Sharing these plans with potential donors and sponsors will help them understand how many 
people will see their logos and potentially click-through and visit their sites if they contribute to 
your auction. 

 

Tip: Consult cMarket’s “Quick Start Kit: Successful Auction Promotion—Beyond Emails” and 
“Quick Start Kit: Successful Auction Promotion—Weekly Emails From the cMarket Platform” for 
more information on how to prepare a promotion and marketing plan] 

 

It’s All About Impressions!! 

 

Before cMarket online auctions, it would have been impossible to offer this much value to 
sponsors and donors. cMarket lets you provide your sponsors, and donors valuable exposure to 
your community through “impressions.” For example:  

 

5,000 e-mail addresses x 10 e-mails = 50,000 impressions 

 

Additional Sources of Impressions: 

 

• 1 article in a daily local newspaper with a circulation of 100,000 readers 

• Auction promo cards given to 2,000 walk-a-thon participants 

 

Section B: Working With Donors 

 

Step 1: Develop a List of What You Need and Want to Offer 

You don’t get what you don’t ask for. Review your Community Profile and use it to identify 
donors and match them to a “wish list” of items for your auction. Don’t forget, you can also use 
cMarket Place to supplement your catalog with items from supporters who don’t have specific 
items to donate but want to make a catalog contribution. Use the following three worksheets to 
coordinate your “Headliner,” “Super-Premium” and “Desirable High-Cost” items. 

 

Don’t Forget Packages, Multiples, and Experiences! 

 

Packages 

When you’re soliciting donors for auction items, remember that cMarket enables you to include 
the names, logos, and Web site addresses of up to four donors in an item. That gives you the 
creative freedom to assemble unique packages. For instance you could package up a “night 
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on the town” by combining donated theater tickets and limousine service with a dining gift 
certificate and hotel room – and give full and equal credit to all of the donors. 

Multiples 

If you’ve established a good relationship with your donor, consider asking for more than one 
item. If you have “multiples,” you can use one as a “stand-alone” and another as part of a 
higher-priced package. 

 

Experiences 

Finally, remember that “experiences” are among the most highly sought items in auctions. 
People have lots of “things” – but it’s hard to find rare experiences. Charitable causes like yours 
can often use their influence to obtain unusual experiences that winners will remember for a 
lifetime. Ask your members to leverage their connections with celebrities, politicians, event 
venues, sports teams, and other organizations – you’ll have a catalog of auction items that 
can’t be bought anywhere else. 

 

Recent Best Revenue-Per-Item Categories: 

• Sports 

• Getaways 

• Travel 

• Entertainment/Leisure 

• Music 

• Collectibles 

• Tickets 

• Home 

 

Additional High-Appeal Categories 

• Film/TV 

• Food 

• Dining 
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Worksheet #2: List Potential “Headliner” Donations 

 

“Headliner” items are the very-high-value/high-appeal items with genuine marquee value. They 
are often rare, once-in-a-lifetime experiences such as a sports celebrity meeting and game, 
dinner with a political figure, or a celebrity preparing a meal in your home. Use this planning 
sheet to list the most-valuable items that you want in your online auction. 

   

Headliner Auction Item Ideas Estimated Value Potential Donors 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Worksheet #3: List Potential “Super-Premium” Donations 
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These are items with a high-revenue potential but just aren’t in the exclusive “Headliner” 
category. These are still your top items. For example, airfare to Europe, cruises, spa weekends, or 
high-end landscaping services would fall into this category. 

 

Super-Premium 
Auction Item Ideas Estimated Value Potential Donors 
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Worksheet #4:“Desirable High-Cost” Donations 

 
These items are solid revenue-producers – year after year. These are hardly the poorer-valued 
part of your catalog. Rather, they often consist of practical items that many bidders would likely 
buy for themselves or for gift-giving. Examples include personal electronics, gift certificates, 
dining, sets of tires, weekend getaways, and similar items. 

 

Desirable, High-Cost 
Auction Item Ideas Estimated Value Potential Donors 
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Step #2: Customize Our Donor-Solicitation Letter and Donor Benefits Sheet 

 
When you’re ready to approach your potential donors, bring or send a polite, efficient letter 
accompanied by a Donor Benefits sheet that summarizes the advantages for donors. See the 
next page for letter and sheet templates that you can quickly and easily customize. 

 

When you are seeking item donations, be sure to emphasize your community profile – tell them 
who your audience will be and that their exposure to a larger online auction audience is a new, 
unique, exciting, and valuable benefit to them. By clearly describing the benefits, you could find 
that Donors are more interested in offering more and better items. 

 

Consider extending promotional opportunities during your online auction if a donor gives 
multiple items or high-value items. For example, you could tell donors that items of a certain 
minimum value will be featured on your auction home page. 

 

On the next pages, we’ve provided sample templates of a donor-solicitation letter and donor 
benefits sheet that you can customize to your organization and auction. Many organizations 
also like to e-mail these materials for faster, broader impact. 

 

Remember to tell all donors about the value they receive by donating to your online auction. 
Most donors are accustomed to contributing to traditional auctions. The added visibility 
(impressions) you can now give them is your “competitive advantage” to get more and better 
items. If you are working with a committee or volunteers who will also be soliciting donations, 
make sure they too understand how much more value (visibility/impressions) donors will receive 
this year with your cMarket online auction. 
 

Get Creative! 
 

You may want to come up with some innovative item donation techniques that can boost the 
number and value of donations received.  

 

• Create a contest for the community member who brings in the greatest amount of items 
or the greatest total retail value.  

• Suggest that non-traditional donors such as CPA firms or others may want to buy an item 
for your auction and be recognized with their logo/link as the donor. 

• You may have your own source of items or may want to review cMarket Place. 
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Template #1: Donor Solicitation Letter 

 

NAME 

TITLE 

ADDRESS 

CITY/STATE/ZIP 

 

Dear (NAME), 

 

Of all the good causes you are asked to support, I hope this is one that captures your heart: 
(YOUR CHARITY), an organization with a unique approach to (what the auction is about). We’re 
writing to invite you to participate in a unique fundraising opportunity, (name of event). 

 

Our plan is to host an innovative online auction. In other words, we’re seeking items from donors 
like you, that we can put up for bid on a special Web site that we’ll be heavily advertising to our 
members. Right now, we’re busy contacting select organizations like yours about this exciting 
and worthwhile chance to support (CHARITY) while promoting your brand and product to a 
target audience of nearly (insert # of your organization’s members) (CHARITY) supporters. And 
remember -- that number will grow exponentially, since participants will be encouraged to 
forward our e-mails and invite friends and families to participate in our auction. 

 

By supporting (CHARITY) Online Auction you’ll receive: 

 

• Valuable exposure simply for donating an item to our online auction—far beyond that 
of a traditional in-the-room auction. 

• Greater interest in your products/services because we’re sending out numerous weekly 
e-mail communications and using other powerful promotional vehicles to encourage our 
members’ participation and support in spreading word about the auction. 

• Leadership recognition through your willingness to participate in an innovative kind of 
auction that reaches beyond a physical event and membership lists. 

 

Starting in (month promotion will begin), (CHARITY) will begin promoting (name of auction) 
online auction to our supporters. The sooner you sign on, the more promotion you’ll enjoy as a 
(lead/premiere/ generous) Item Donor. 

 

This online auction enables us to provide Item Donors like you with a valuable platform for 
visibility within our community. You’ll be featured on the auction home page, in weekly e-mail 
alerts, and in the online catalog where we can include both a logo or picture, and a link to your 
own Web site. The greater the value of the items you choose to donate, the more opportunities 
for promotion and recognition your organization can receive. We hope you will take advantage 
of this unique opportunity and consider supporting our online auction! 
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We ask that (YOU/COMPANY NAME) consider donating (auction item). Enclosed, please find a 
sheet outlining the benefits of participating in this exciting event as an Item Donor. Thank you in 
advance for your kind consideration. For more information, please visit INSERT URL HERE to see 
the online auction as it starts to take shape. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

< INSERT CORRECT SIGNATURE(S)> 

 

Committee Member Name(s) 

Title(s) 
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Template #2: Donor Benefits Sheet  

 

Support [Org Name]’s [Auction Name] Online Auction! 

What: The [name of auction] 

When: [open date – close date]**  

Where: In E-mail Inboxes and on the Web. 

 

Why You Should Be Involved  

 

• Because (CHARITY) is all about leveraging a powerful community to raise a significant 
amount of money for (beneficiaries). We’re committed to using innovative technology 
and techniques to keep costs at an absolute minimum.  

• (Your additional reasons)  

• Because auctions are a fun way to raise a lot of money. And because raising more 
money to support (cause) benefits (beneficiaries). 

• Because it’s a great way for you to achieve widespread visibility by tapping into an 
engaged, active community to promote your own products and services. 

 

What We’re Looking for  

(Add a list of items or categories of items that you’re looking for here).  

Be an Item Donor! Visit our Web site right now, and click on “Donate an Item,” or fill out the 
enclosed form and return it to us to let us know what you’d like to contribute. 

 

The Benefits of Being a Donor: Exceptional High-Credibility Exposure 

• Each item you add to our catalog, we’ll include your logo and a link to your Web site – 
it’s a great way to drive traffic to your site! 

• To promote the auction, we’ll send 8-10 targeted e-mail communications to the entire 
database of (insert #) committed sponsors, donors, friends, and volunteers. 

• We’ll feature (name of auction) on our homepage, put reminders in our newsletters, 
(other planned activity), and (other planned activity). It all means more people will visit 
our catalog, see your logo and potentially click through to your Web site. 

• In promotional e-mails and on the auction homepage, we may highlight “Featured 
Items” like yours. Bidders can click directly through to the item in the catalog, where 
they’ll see the link to your Web site. 
 

Remember: The Online Auction is an outstanding “viral” marketing tool. Our members will pass 
along our e-mail messages to their own friends and family – so there’s no telling how many 
people our message will reach! 
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You can help make the (name of auction) happen. Get involved NOW!  Have a question or 
suggestion? Want to learn about Sponsorship opportunities? Contact (your e-mail address here). 

 

**Starting on (date), you’ll be able to reach (auction name) from the (CHARITY) homepage and 
(any other places). Details and links will also be sent to you by e-mail. 
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Step #3: Customize Our Donor Form 

 

When your donor is ready to commit to making an item donation, send them a donor form or -- 
better yet – encourage them to use the “Donate Now” button on your auction Web site or e-
mail. That’ll save you and your team the time and effort of entering and editing item 
descriptions. Another incentive for donors: by entering their donation information online, their 
promotional opportunities take effect immediately. 

 

Even if your organization has an existing donor form, you may want to add portions of the 
cMarket form, such as the size/format of the requested graphics, URL of the donor’s Web site, 
and more. 

 

On the following page, you’ll see a Donor Form template for donors that want to use traditional 
paper and postal mail. 
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Template #3: Donor Form Template 

 

Please complete this form to donate items for the (CHARITY) (NAME) Auction. 
Instructions: 

1. Complete the form. It is preferable to include a photo, but not required. 

2. (Add your organization’s fax number and/or mailing address) 

3. The Auction committee will contact you by e-mail after the item has been reviewed. 

 

Item Information 

Item Name 

This name will be displayed as the item title when a user is browsing the catalog. We suggest a 
short description title. 

 

Description 

Please provide a very detailed description. This section should include all the information a 
prospective bidder would need to know, such as specifications, dimensions, manufacturer, how 
long a time period, etc. It should also include any shipping considerations or added fees. 

 

Of Special Note 

Please provide any special instructions, limitations, restrictions or key notes related to the item: 

 

Estimated Value 

This should be the retail value of the item or best fair market price: 

 

Photo 

E-mail a photo (.jpg or .gif at 300 pixels x 300 pixels) to: (your e-mail address) 

 

Donor Name 

Your name as you would like it to appear in the online catalog: 

 

Link/URL 

URL for your Web site (ex: "http://www.mycompany.com"): 

 

Logo 

E-mail your logo (.jpg or .gif at 300 pixels x 300 pixels) to: (your e-mail address) 
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Donor Description  

A brief description or note about the donor. Note: this information does not appear in the 
auction catalog. 

• Donor Contact Name: 

• Donor Contact Information: 

• Phone number, Fax, e-mail: 

• Donor Address, City, State, ZIP: 

• Donor’s Signature: 

 

For Office Use Only 

Category: 
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Step #4: Send Our Customized Donor Thank-You Template 

 

Just as you would when a traditional auction closes, sending your donor a simple thank-you is 
not only an appropriate courtesy, it’s a great way to sustain an important relationship for future 
events. While you may have your own thank-you cards, on the following page, you’ll find a 
sample template that you can customize for your event. 

 

Template #4: Donor Thank-You Template 

Dear Donor: 

 

On behalf of (CHARITY) I would like to extend to you a sincere thank you for the 
(item(s)/package(s)) you donated to our recent (auction name) Online Auction. Your generous 
contribution will help (describe cause here). 

Thanks to you and your fellow donors and auction sponsors, we will now be able to (describe 
how the funds will be used). 

 

By putting your organization at the forefront of our cause, you have truly made a difference 
(further description of cause). Because you contributed to our online auction, you can be 
assured that your contribution was noted not only by those individuals who bid on your 
(item(s)/package(s)), but by the vast number of visitors who looked through our catalog as well. 
We hope that your participation in (auction name) was a positive experience. 

 

 We look forward to working with you in future endeavors and hope that we can continue to 
count on your support. 

 

Again, we are most appreciative of your generosity. 

 

 

With gratitude, 

 

 

NAME 

TITLE 
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Section C: Working With Sponsors 

 

Step #1: Define Sponsorship Levels 

 

Many non-profits like to create different sponsorship opportunities for their fundraising events. Not 
only does this open up sponsorship to lower levels, it also enables you to offer premium 
packages to upper-level sponsors who have a greater incentive to make larger contributions. 

 

For example, a simple three-level structure (“Silver/Gold/Platinum”) could offer the following: 

 

• Silver – Sponsor’s name on Auction Home Page and three auction e-mails 

• Gold – Sponsor’s name and logo on Auction Home Page and five auction e-mails 

• Platinum – Sponsor’s name, logo, and Auction Home Page on Web site and in all e-mails. 

 

cMarket gives you up to eight places for a sponsor’s clickable logo on each home page and up 
to eight places on every e-mail. Sponsors are especially happy to be visible in e-mails because 
your community members see the logos the moment the open the e-mail (without even 
needing to visit your Auction Home Page). 

 

On the following page, you’ll see a sample Sponsor Levels Chart/Worksheet to help you structure 
your sponsorship program. 
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Worksheet #5: Sponsorship Levels Chart 

 

Break down sponsorships into different levels or simply give all sponsors the same benefits. Either 
way, it’s important to define exactly what your Sponsors receive and how much a sponsorship 
costs. You can include up to eight Sponsor logos on each of your Home Pages and, most 
importantly, in each of your weekly e-mails.  

 

Here are some ideas to get you started: 

 

• Sponsors contributing up to (X) dollars can have their name and logo on your homepage 
for the duration of the auction, but no link to their own Web site. Higher-commitment 
Sponsors will have their name, logo, and link on your homepage for the duration of the 
auction. 

• A basic sponsorship package could include a presence on your auction Web site, while 
a higher level sponsorship package gives sponsors additional exposure by including their 
logos and links in promotional e-mails. 

•  Some levels could offer exposure at your live auction even (if applicable) and/or in your 
organization’s monthly e-mails and newsletters. 

 

Be creative! Remember, sponsorship revenue is exempt from cMarket’s fee, so all the money 
can go toward covering your costs! List your sponsorship levels below: 

*Create as many levels as you choose! 

 

Step 2: List Likely Auction Sponsors 

 

Like any good salesperson, you need to develop a list of high-likelihood prospects for your 
sponsorships. Use your community profile to determine which sponsors would most be interested 
in having their link and logo appear in your online auction and e-mail communications.  

Remember, using your community profile, think about the sponsors who would be most eager to 
have their logos within e-mails received by the type of people who comprise your community. 

 

Use the worksheet on the following page to build your list of potential sponsors. 

Sponsor Level* Features and Benefits Cost Amount or Dollar Range 

Level 1  

Level 2  

Level 3  
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Worksheet #6: List of Potential Auction Sponsors 

 

Traits and Characteristics of 
Your Community That Are 

Attractive to Potential 
Sponsors 

List Type of 
Potential Sponsors 
Who are Interested 

In the Traits to the Left 

List Individual 
Potential Sponsors 

to Solicit 

 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

Step #3: Customize Our Sponsor Benefits Sheet Template 
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Once you’ve developed your target list of potential sponsors, you’re ready to approach each 
organization on your list. Since you’re asking for more of a commitment from sponsors than 
donors, it’s probably best to meet face-to-face. We have not provided you with a draft 
solicitation letter. If you decide to communicate in writing rather than in person, you will want to 
use a compelling introductory letter, which we have provided in the following template. 

 

When you meet your potential sponsors, have a prepared Sponsor Benefits Sheet that outlines 
the major advantages of committing to a sponsorship for your event. On the following page, 
we’ve provided a sample template for your use in creating a customized Sponsor Benefits Sheet. 
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Template #5: Sample Sponsor Benefits Sheet 

 

Support [Org Name]’s [Auction Name] Online Auction: 
“Be a Sponsor and You’ll See The Rewards, Too!” 

 

 
 

What: The [name of auction] 

When: [open date – close date]** 

Where: In E-mail Inboxes and on the Internet. 
 

Why You Should Be Involved  
• Because (CHARITY) is all about leveraging a powerful community to raise a significant 

amount of money for (beneficiaries). We’re committed to using innovative 
technology and techniques to keep costs at an absolute minimum.  

• (Your additional reasons)  
• Because auctions are a fun way to raise a lot of money. And because raising more 

money to support (cause) benefits (beneficiaries). 
• Because it’s a great way for you to achieve widespread visibility by tapping into an 

engaged, active community to promote your own products and services. 
 

The Benefits of Being a Sponsor:  
• Your logo, with a link to your Web site, will be featured on the auction’s home page. 

It’s a great way to drive traffic to your site and tie your brand to [cause]. 
• To promote the auction, we’re sending 8-10 targeted e-mail communications to the 

entire database of [insert #] committed sponsors, donors, friends, and volunteers. 
That’s more than [multiply # of e-mails sent by #of e-mail addresses in database] 
“impressions,” or times your logo will be seen. And that’s not even counting the pass-
along rate. 

• We’ll feature [your logo/your logo with a link to your Web site] on our home page, 
put reminders in our newsletters, [other planned activity], and [other planned 
activity]. It all means more people will visit our auction, see your logo and potentially 
click through to your Web site. 

 
REMEMBER: The Online Auction is an outstanding “viral” marketing tool. Our members will 
pass along our e-mail messages to their own friends and family – so there’s no telling how 
many people our message will reach! 

 
You can help make the (name of auction) happen. Get involved NOW!  Have a question or 
suggestion? Want to learn about Sponsorship opportunities? Contact (your e-mail address 
here) 
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Starting on (date), you’ll be able to reach (auction name) from the (CHARITY) homepage 
and (any other places). Details and links will also be sent to you by e-mail. 
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Template #6: Sample Draft Letter to Potential Sponsor 

 

NAME 

TITLE 

ADDRESS 

CITY/STATE/ZIP 

 

Dear (LEAD CONTACT at TARGET SPONSOR ORG), 

 

We would like to invite you to participate in a unique marketing opportunity and exciting event 
hosted by (YOUR CHARITY), an organization whose goal is to (GOAL OF AUCTION).  

 

The work we do is vital to our community:  (FURTHER DESCRIBE CAUSE AND BENEFICIARIES). Our 
plan is to host a unique online auction in order to (DESCRIBE AUCTION GOAL).  

 

As a Sponsor of (AUCTION NAME), you can help us to achieve this goal. 

 

Of course, being a Sponsor is equally rewarding for you. Not only will you be aligning yourself 
with a worthy cause, you’ll be tapping into an active, engaged community over (INSERT #) 
members strong. On the auction website, as well as in our targeted weekly emails, we will 
feature your brand, along with a link to your own website. That means your involvement will be 
visible and your products/services accessible to each and every one of our members – never 
mind the friends or family they involve by passing these emails along. 

  

Starting in (MONTH PROMOTION WILL BEGIN), (CHARITY) will begin promoting (AUCTION NAME) 
online auction to our supporters.  The sooner you sign on, the more visibility you’ll enjoy as a 
(LEAD/PREMIERE/GENEROUS) Sponsor of (AUCTION NAME). 

 

Because we believe that (TARGET SPONSOR) is precisely the type of organization which will 
benefit from the visibility this event promises to generate, we would appreciate the opportunity 
to meet with you to discuss these exciting opportunities further. 

 

We will contact you shortly to schedule a meeting at your convenience. Thank you in advance 
for your kind consideration.  (IF APPROPRIATE ADD THE FOLLOWING):  For more information, 
please visit (INSERT URL HERE) to watch our online auction begin to take shape. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

< INSERT SIGNATURE(S)> 
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Committee Member Name(s) 

Title(s) 
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Step #4: Make Your Pitch – We Can Help! 

 

When it’s time to make your presentation to potential sponsors, take advantage of our 
Microsoft® PowerPoint™ presentation that’s written and designed specifically for soliciting 
sponsorships. It highlights the unique value that sponsoring an online auction can present to a 
sponsor and quantifies how many “impressions” their logo and Web site link will receive during 
the auction. You can download it from the cMarket Resource Center. 

 

You can customize it for the organization you’re meeting with and take your presentation up a 
notch. As you may know from experience, a more sophisticated presentation is particularly 
effective when approaching high-level sponsors. 

 

  
 

To find this presentation, click the TRAINING link in the Resource Center of any page of the 
cMarket Auction Tools. 
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Step #5: Send a Sponsor Thank-You 

 

When your auction has closed, it is a great idea to send all of your Sponsors a simple, gracious 
thank-you to acknowledge their contributions and sustain the relationship for future events. This 
note should probably be more personalized than the one you use for your item donors. First, you 
will have fewer sponsors, so it should not be too difficult to change the names and make specific 
references. Second, your Sponsors have made a larger financial commitment and should 
receive a little more personal attention. 

 

While you may already have a thank-you letter that you send to sponsors, on the following 
page, you’ll find a sample template that you can customize for your event. 

  

Template #7: Sample Sponsor Thank-You Note 

 

Dear (Sponsor Name): 

 

On behalf of (CHARITY) I would like to personally thank you for Sponsoring our (auction name) 
online auction. Your valuable contribution will help (describe cause here). 

 

Thanks to you and your fellow sponsors, donors, and bidders we will now be able to (describe 
how the funds will be used). By putting your organization at the forefront of our cause, you have 
truly made a difference (further description of cause). You can be assured that your logo was 
seen not only by those individuals who bid on items during the course of our auction, but by the 
vast number of people who visited our site as well. We hope that your participation in (auction 
name) was a positive experience. 

 

We look forward to working with you in future endeavors and hope that we can continue to 
count on your support. Again, we are most appreciative of your generosity. 

 

With gratitude, 

 

 

NAME 

TITLE 

 


